
A NON-INVASIVE, AWARD-WINNING TREATMENT FOR WRINKLES, FINE LINES, CREPEY SKIN & SCARS



WHAT IS SILCSKIN?

SilcSkin is a company dedicated to fighting wrinkles. We have created products made of 100% medical-grade silicone designed to reduce the 

appearance of wrinkles easily, effectively, and safely. When worn, the pressure provided by the SilcSkin silicone pads increases blood flow, 

helping improve skin tone. Silicone super-hydrates the skin by drawing the skin’s natural moisture to the surface, plumping out the existing 

wrinkles. Doctors have used medical-grade silicone to treat scarring and burns, and the SilcSkin method treats wrinkles and scars in the same 

way. Prolonged use of SilcSkin anti-wrinkle pads will help return skin to a more youthful and supple appearance by softening fine lines and 

wrinkles and flattening scars.

SilcSkin’s 100% medical-grade silicone pads reduce the appearance of stretch marks, scars, keloids, and wrinkles. It’s a proven alternative to 

injections, laser treatments, and surgery. 

 Our pads can be applied almost anywhere on the body, including the stomach, thighs, hips, and buttocks. 
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OUR STORY

As early as 2003 SilcSkin pioneered the first use of medical-grade silicone as anti-wrinkle pads. During her career as a special effects makeup 

artist — using silicone-based prosthetics in her work — CEO Camille Calvet experimented with silicone to treat wrinkles.  

One day as she removed the prosthetics from an actor, she noticed that the skin exposed to the silicone looked softer and smoother. 

She discovered that medical-grade silicone was used in the medical industry to treat keloid scarring.

Further innovation brought about the chest pad prototype, which would eventually lead to SilcSkin’s Decollette Pad™, the best-selling 

anti-wrinkle pad.

Early in the evolution of SilcSkin, Camille found that using overseas manufacturing methods led to unreliable and sometimes unsafe results. 

Adhesives and other elements mixed with the silicone produced skin lesions, itchiness, and burning sensations. With this in mind, Camille 

manufactured all her products in the USA, where she would have instant access to quality control. SilcSkin uses a platinum curing process to 

manufacture their pads, resulting in residue-free silicone and a stronger, longer-lasting pad.

SILCSKIN CEO  \ EMMY AWARD WINNER 

“My mission is to develop anti-wrinkle products that are safe and of the highest quality. 

Since 1999, I’ve spared nothing to bring you the absolute best products I can. My 

medical grade silicone pads are made in Los Angeles and are manufactured using an 

expensive platinum curing process to make them residue free and long-lasting.”



CHEST WRINKLES

Our Decollette Pads reduce the appearance of chest wrinkles caused by sleeping on your side, aging, and sun damage. Poor diet and 

dehydration also play a role in forming wrinkles and fine lines. SilcSkin Decollette Pads have been specifically designed to fit the area between 

your breasts. They super-hydrate wrinkle-prone areas, smoothing and plumping out the skin.

BEFORE AFTER

INGREDIENTS: 100% MEDICAL GRADE SILICONE   |   MADE IN THE U.S.A.



NECK WRINKLES

Neck wrinkles form due to genetics, UV exposure and poor health habits. Vertical and horizontal lines can form on the neck, and of these, the 

vertical wrinkles are the most difficult to treat. SilcSkin Collette pads help reduce the appearance of both vertical and horizontal neck wrinkles. 

They can be used in conjunction with the Decollette Pad to treat the skin around the clavicle area.

BEFORE AFTER

INGREDIENTS: 100% MEDICAL GRADE SILICONE   |   MADE IN THE U.S.A.



FACIAL WRINKLES

Most wrinkles are found on the face. Not only is the face expressive, it also has the most exposure to the sun and the environment. Large areas 

of the face such as the forehead are prone to frown or worry lines which stretch horizontally across the forehead. Smile lines (also called 

marionette lines) usually form on the sides of the mouth — related to laughing, smiling, sucking on a straw, frowning, etc. The skin around the 

eyes is very thin, and wrinkles like crow’s feet form on the outer corner of the eyes. 

BEFORE AFTER

INGREDIENTS: 100% MEDICAL GRADE SILICONE   |   MADE IN THE U.S.A.



EYE WRINKLES

The skin around the eyes is very thin and particularly susceptible to aging. Crow’s feet, puffy eyes, and crepey skin occur around the eyes for 

several reasons: sun exposure, smoking, dehydration, poor diet, and just plain old genetics. SilcSkin’s Eye Pads are designed to fit precisely 

underneath and around your eyes, targeting those areas where your skin needs to be plump and firm.

BEFORE AFTER

INGREDIENTS: 100% MEDICAL GRADE SILICONE   |   MADE IN THE U.S.A.



HAND WRINKLES

As you age, your skin loses its elasticity. Dehydration, over-washing, harsh chemicals, a bad diet, lifestyle, and sun exposure are the main 

reasons for wrinkles and crepey skin. We’ve taken the science from our medical-grade silicone pads and developed our Hand & Body Treatment 

to help reduce the appearance of wrinkles, fine lines, and crepey skin for your hands, knees, elbows, and other areas.

BEFORE AFTER

INGREDIENTS: WATER (AQUA), DIMETHICONE, 

CETYL PEG / PPG-10/1 DIMETHICONE, CETEARYL 

DIMETHICONE, HYDOGENATED POLYISOBUTENE, 

SODIUM HYALURONAT CROSSPOLMENR, 

PROPYLENE GLYCOL, GLYCERIN, BUTYLENE GLYCOL, 

SODIUM CHLORIDE, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, 

MICROCRYSTALLINE WAS (CERA MICROCRISTALLINA) 

PHENOXYETHANOL.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.



SCARS

Silicone sheeting has been used to treat scarring for over 30 years and works by increasing the hydration of the outermost layer of the skin. 

This results in a softer and flatter scar. Our pads are beneficial for c-section scars and stretch marks and can be used through the stages of your 

pregnancy. They can also be effective if you experience sudden weight gain or loss.



CLEANSER

Our Cleanser is formulated to be used on your face and body to prepare your skin for applying our anti-wrinkle pads. The Cleanser can also be used 

to clean the pads after use. It’s also highly effective in removing even the toughest waterproof makeup without drying out or irritating the skin. 

The Cleanser is exceptionally clean-rinsing and won’t leave any residue, which is essential in prepping the skin to wear the SilcSkin anti-wrinkle 

pads. It’s fragrance-free, dye-free, alcohol-free, and hypo-allergenic. Our Cleanser gently helps to exfoliate your skin and removes dead skin 

cells that may hinder the performance of our silicone pads.

INGREDIENTS: WATER (AQUA), SODIUM 

LAUROAMPHOACETATE, COCAMIDOPROPYL 

BENTAINE, SODIUM LAUROYL METHYL ISETHIONATE, 

GLYCERIN, SODIUM CHLORIDE, BUTYLENE GLYCOL, 

SODIUM METHYL OLEOYL TAURATE, SODIUM COCOYL 

ISETHIONATE, CAPRYLYL GLYCOL, CHLORPHENESIN, 

PHENOXYETHANOL.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
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TESTIMONIALS

“I’ve talked about these so many times. I use them every day. I’ve used them for so long. They’re reusable and they last me about two weeks. 

I put them on every night. Make sure your skin is clean and dry. They help prevent fine lines and wrinkles, especially because I sleep on my side. 

I put them on as my last step in my skincare routine. I like to put them on right before I go to bed. I absolutely love these things.”

CASSIE RANDOLPH

“These pads are making my skin look and feel amazing!!! Thank you for this @Silcskin!” 

ALLISON B. JANNEY

Zoey Deutch just dropped all her latest skin care faves, and she has immaculate taste. Referencing a pal of hers with stellar skin care 

recommendations, Deutch shared that “...when [Nikki] (makeup artist Nikki DeRoest) says get the Silc Skin chest pad and wear [it] every day, I 

get the Silc Skin chest pad and wear it every day.”

“Hi! Just wanted to say that I absolutely love your product! I have been using your chest pad since I was around 44. 

I’m now 50 and I do not have a single line on my chest and I used to have deep canyons because I am a side sleeper!” 

JANET K.

“You guys are the best. Don’t know what I would do without you. Probably have to get rid of 75% of my closet with open front.  

I once tried another kind while traveling and it was terrible and left me with a rash exactly the shape of the pad. Never again!”

YANA L.

“These pads are MIRACULOUS!!! SIMPLY AMAZING!!! 

I HIGHLY recommend them! My decollette looks like a 40-45 year olds!”

MARY K.

“Best hand cream ever!! Using for the past week and already notice a difference!”

JOAN Z.



MEDIA

“We use SilcSkin pads to treat wrinkles on the face, neck and chest. Many of our patients see results immediately after one night of use. But for 

best results, we recommend using SilcSkin as part of an ongoing anti-aging skin routine. SilcSkin’s medical grade silicone pad technology draws 

collagen and moisture to the surface of the skin while protecting the face and chest from creasing while sleeping. This combination helps to 

smooth fine lines and prevent new wrinkles from forming.” 

DR. AVA MD DERMATOLOGY PRACTICE, BEVERLY HILLS

“(SilcSkin)... fantastic product that sells itself! Many of my patients already are aware of them and buy every visit.  

Best treatment for chest wrinkles and is a fantastic alternative to injection for crow’s feet and furrow lines. They work in just days completely 

removing lines formed at night from positional compression and smooth out expression lines while you sleep.  

Great product line!” 

AUGUST DENTON, CERTIFIED AESTHETIC NURSE SPECIALIST, BEVERLY HILLS
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